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Exhibit 1.55.2-1, Example of organization chartThis is an illustration of an example of an organization chart and includes the components shown below. Top center, a box denotes the Director's Office with the total number of employees displayed to the right (46). Listed within this organisational component are the positions in this and the number, to the left, of
each year of staff allocated for the position, including: 1 position, IR-1035-01 Dir PD # 94873 NBU1 position, GS-1035-14 Public Affairs Spec PD# 94890 NBU1 position, GS-0343-12 Personal Asst PD #92671 NBU1 position, GS-0318-08 PD Secretary #92394 NNUBelow these positions, the total ratio is displayed to manager and employees, including direct
reports (1:6); to the right, the total number of employees (7) is shown. The top-level organizational component referred to above for this example displays lines or dependencies on three lower-level organizational components, including: Group 1Group 2Descriptions of these components and other organizational components are detailed subGroup 1
organization entries include: 1 position, IR-1035-03 Sup Pub Aff Spec PD# 96219 NBU1 position, GS-1035-14 Public Affairs Spec PD # 94890 NBU2, GS-1035-14 Sr Comm. Analyst PD # 93139 BU6 positions, GS-1035-13 Comm. Analyst PD# 93409 BU1 position, GS-0343-11 Prog/Mgmt Anal PD# 92762 BNU The total ratio for managers and employees
indicated is 1:10; the total number of employees for this component is 11.Group 2 organization entries include: 1 position, IR-1035-03 Sup Pub Aff Spec PD# 96219 NBU3 Positions, GS-1035-14 Sr Comm. Analyst PD# 93139 BU6 positions, GS-1035-13 Comm. Analyst PD# 93409 BU1 positions, GS-0344-07 Mgmt Asst (OA) PD #93075 NBURa the total
ratio for managers and employees submitted is 1:10; the total number of employees for this component is 11.Group 3 organization entries include: 1 position, IR-1035-01 Sup Pub Aff Spec PD #94873 NBU1 position, GS-0343-14 Sr Prog /Mgmt Anal PD# 90000 BU1 position, GS-0343-13 Prog Mgmt Anal PD #90000 BU1 position, GS-1035-14 Sr. Comm.
Analyst PD #93139 BU3 GS-1035-13 Comm. Analyst PD#93409 BU1 position, GS-1035-09 Comm. Analyst PD #92133 BU1 position, GS-0344-07 Mgmt Asst PD #93075 NBU The total ratio for managers and employees submitted is 1:9; the total number of employees for this component is 10.The organizational entry for Group 3 also includes a direct report
component, Group 3B, detailed below. Group 3B organization entries include: 1 position, IR-1035-05 Sup Pub Aff Spec PD #92125 BNU10 positions, GS-1035-11 Comm. Analyst PD #92132 BU The total ratio for managers and employees submitted is 1:10; the total number of employees for this component is 11. Bored? Why don't you try wasting your
precious time doing something useless? You mean something useful? Dig deeper into this instructable. Go to www.gifprint.com and convert your files. Click the submit button and download Converted. (PS: conversion will take a very long time) Print the PDF down. (in (in varies depending on the duration of your gif.) We recommend using a paper trimmer or
paper guillotine in this part. It will make the flipbook more neat and smoother. After gluing, I cut it using binder clamps and let it dry for a few minutes. Admire your work and masterpiece. Waste your precious time watching your flipbook always playing alone. (Beware: Very exciting!) Photo: Jamen Percy (Shutterstock)Over 30, GIFs are the digital equivalent of
a middle-aged milenar: Late Bloomers, who are now overworked and misunderstood. Today, they are the standard internet currency in text messages and social media threads, and as they are no longer the new luxury thing, I got a little lazy with them. I'm talking to you, shippers of granulated, unstable, over-used reactions self-suggested by their application
integrations. I'll be clear: If you're looking for a word and use a top-10 GIF reaction, you're not funny. I'll be even more direct: you don't even entertain anyone with your Jennifer-Lawrence-spit-take reaction. And now I'm going to be bad: throw your phone in the river before you send another Dawson Leery crying, Jonah Hill screaming, or Chrissy Teigen
incring GIF. Here is a quick rundown of what makes for a good GIF. The perfect GIF is a seamless loop. If you can hardly tell where the loop starts, you've found (or better yet, done) a nice GIF. Instead of that, a large GIF is one that has an obvious loop but tells a story in its limited frame space. It can even work with a high-five like this. The worst GIFs are
too short a loop, making them look jerky and unpleasant like this. A bad GIF can give almost bad movement if it's on the screen too long. Animated GIFs are something of an art form on the internet, shared by all. However, they are created by a ... Read more overGIs are visually analogous to meaningless fill words, or answer a friend's news with interesting.
(Interesting is the most empty, angry response to everything that has ever been said, but that's a story for another day.) You're better than that- or at least I hope you want to be- so here's an easy way to create your own chest of war reaction GIFs that are personal to you and your sense of humor, and that you haven't been seen by all seven billion people
on Earth.G/O Media can get a commissionBlitzWolf 10 LED Ring KitYou already know how to do a GIF, so i won't focus on that; instead, we need to talk about what to do when you already have these GIFs, so you can easily use them. And that starts and ends with organization: Standardize GIF file names to include source, character names, physical
descriptor, and emotional tone. When you find or make a new GIF, take the extra time to call it in a standardized way, date (and obviously save them to a corresponding folder on your device). We've all tasted the frustration of looking for a GIF and having a hard time finding it-internet culture is equivalent to having a word on the tip language you just don't
remember. Organizing your file name from at least three different angles will help make sure you can always find it. Here it looks to me; this method works for my brain, but you can customize it however works best for you: Neon Genesis Evangelion - Gendo Ikari - Glasses - Brooding Scheming.gifIf you can't remember the TV show, you can remember the
character; if you can't remember the character, you can remember you personally described the emotional tone, and so on. By saving GIFs (or any image files, indeed) with a custom, standardized naming convention, I guarantee you'll find what you need when you need it. The file name will be long, but the effort is oh so worth it. So organize your GIFs as
you save them, so when you need them, they'll be there for you. You don't have to make your own GIFs every time – although you can, and for those who do, I salute you – but please, without Emma Stone. Exhibit 1.55.2-4, Category A Logical Chart (Streamline) This information describes the Category A logical diagram (Rationalization). Note: All documents
must be uploaded to e-trak and updated (including approvals). It is recommended that initiators consult with Workforce, Organization and Transition (WOT), Workforce Design Team, and W&amp;I Finance at the development stages of all change requests. The ROC will not be implemented until it is approved and approved by the appropriate official(s).
W&amp;I HCO will notify the originator when new codes are issued and coordinate implementation. The first element of the flow chart is: PMO or the originator consults with WOT and W&amp;I Finance and completes the package. Unique connector: PMO or originator obtains director approval and requests e-trak routes to W&amp;I Finance.. Unique
connector to: W&amp;I Finance reviews, agree, or non-contest. This action involves two results presented below--Competition and Non-Concur. If not (non-compete), W&amp;I Finance discusses the decision with PMO or the originator and returns the package. If so (agree), W&amp;I HCO comments, agree, or non-contest. Forward to the director, OCP for
signature. This action involves two results presented below--Competition and Non-Concur.If not (non-competition), W&amp;I HCO discusses the decision with PMO or the originator and the return package. If so (agree), Deploy page change last review or update: 08-Jan-2021 Use the previous instructions for this form as additional descriptive information for
this graph; the information below describes in detail the rest of the cost analysis worksheet. The worksheet is segmented into a table that can be completed with self-settled cells; information from describe the primary fields. The detailed portion, in table form, is displayed as arrays, including rows and columns. A central item (or cell) at the top left of the table
denotes Grade Summary, describing the rows and columns included. The rows include the following entries: ES (Executive)AD (Executive)AD Pay)SLIR-01IR-02IR-03IR-04IR-05IR-06IR-07IR-08IR-09IR-10IR-11IR-12IR-13GS 15GS 14GS 13GS 13GS 12GS 10GS 10GS 8GS 7GS 6GS 5GS 4GS 3GS 2GS 1Columns includes two primaryy, high-level
columns for: Current OrganizationProposed OrganizationVariantComponents, or sub-columns, of the Current Organization portion includes: Number of Options, which includes sub-columns for Full Time Perm, Overall, Intermediate, P and Q.Average Salary of GradeTotal Overall SalaryTemp SalaryComponents, or sub-columns, of the Proposed Organization
portion includes: Number of Options, which includes sub-columns for Full Time Perm, Overall, Intermittent, P and QAverage Salary of GradeTotal Annual SalaryTemp SalaryComponents, or sub-columns, of the Variance portion includes: Number of Options, including additional sub-columns for Full Time Perm, Season, Intermediate, P and QTotal Overall
SalaryFollowing the matrix/table data referenced above, additional fileble fields, also self-calculated, includes : Total Annual Salary DollarsTotal Benefits (30% of $'s salary)Total positions and work DollarsStep 5 grade at the location specified in cell B5Part-time (P) and (Q) and seasonal salary calculated at 50%; Intermittently calculated at 25%. Current fiscal
year information, calculated from the table described above, calculated from the table described above ASP adjustment, calculated from the table described aboveComponents of the information for the current financial year include per m F TETemp FTEPerm Salary Cost (11SP)Temp Salary Cost (11ST)Cost benefit (12LA)Total amount required to cover the
request for organizational change in current FYComponents in the following financial year Information include Perm FTE Temper FTEPerm Salary Cost (11SP)Temp Salary Cost (11ST)Cost benefit (12LA)Total amount on base transfer in the following FYComponent ASP adjustment include total amount to adjust in current FY FY
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